ATTENDEES:
- Sally St. Amand
- Rand Anderson
- John Evdemon
- Yin-Leng Husband
- Frank Ryan
- David RR Webber

MINUTES:

Call started at 4:00 PM ET.

We briefly discussed work that had been completed or was currently in progress.

David Webber contributed two Use Cases designed to illustrate eBusiness Transaction bindings to an external service using CAM (see http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=cam for more information on CAM). These contributions have not yet been reviewed by the subgroup.

Yin-Leng contributed a Supply Chain scenario. This contribution has not yet been reviewed by the subgroup.

The group reviewed a proposal from John to simplify the Use Case creation and submission process. John had prepared some simple web pages to illustrate the approach. The “main” page provides a background on the Use Case group’s objectives and includes links to a template (for submissions) and the Use Case Repository. The Use Case Repository organizes BPEL Use Cases into three categories:
- Technical Use Cases – designed to clarify issues or questions regarding the specification
- Industry-specific Use Cases – BPEL for vertical industries and vertical standards
- Other – Submissions or other BPEL Use Cases that do not fit into the above-listed categories

Each of these categories can be drilled into to provide a list of associated Use Cases. The Use Cases can then be selected to download a copy of the actual submission.

John encouraged the entire group to solicit Use Cases from external organizations. Frank Ryan volunteered to write up scenarios being used by the Implementation Subgroup.

Phil Rossomando and Alex Yiu were not on the call – it is assumed that they are continuing to work on a Use Case to clarify the concept of abstract BPEL.

John continued working on a use case designed to data handling/manipulation options. (This use case was contributed by Kristofer Agren.)

John again encouraged members of the Use Case subgroup to take advantage of the freely available development tools that have been donated to the group (see the Use Case mailing list archives for specifics).

The meeting adjourned at 4:45 PM ET.

ACTION ITEMS:
John Evdemon:
- Clean up, post new web pages and Use Case repository
- "Populate" repository with previously completed Use Cases
- Promote "new/revised" Use Case initiative to the WSBPEL TC
- Solicit feedback on David's CAM contributions from the Use Case mailing list
- Solicit feedback on Yin-Leng's Supply Chain contribution from the Use Case mailing list

Frank Ryan:
- Write up scenarios being used by the Implementation subgroup and submit to the BPEL mailing list for discussion

All:
- Review and comment on Yin-Leng's and David's contributions
- Solicit use cases from other organizations
- Contribute additional scenarios